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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a new application of a genetic-fuzzy control system which controls the input energy to a three phase
electric arc furnace. Graphite electrodes are used to convert electrical energy into heat via phase electric arcs. Constant arc length is desirable as it implies steady energy transfer from the graphite electrodes to the metallic charge in
the furnace bath. With the charge level constantly changing, the electrodes must be able to adjust for the arc length to
remain constant. A fuzzy PI controller tuned with genetic algorithms has been developed to be responsible for the vertical adjustment of the electrode tip displacement according to specified set-points to ensure that the arc lengths remain
as constant as possible. The simulation results show that the system performances are satisfactory using the proposed
method.
Keywords: Electric Arc Furnace, Electrode, PI Controller, Fuzzy Logic, Genetic Algorithm

1. Introduction
The production of steel by Electric Arc Furnaces (EAF)
has steadily expanded during the past few decades. The
basic operating principle of such furnace has been shown
in Figure 1. Whether in the AC or the DC type, the electric arcs are struck from one or more electrodes to metallic charges.
Electric arc furnaces are used to produce steel by
melting scrap together with some other raw materials
using an electrical supply as the main energy input [1].
The graphite electrodes connected to the electrical supply
are used to convert electrical energy into extensive heat
by means of high current electric arcs drawn between the
electrode rips and the metallic charge [2]. The electric
arcs cause the solid scrap to be transformed into the liquid state [3]. The molten steel is then converted to a
specified grade with addition of chemical substances by
means of oxygen blowing and carbon injection.
Electric current in the graphite electrodes will remain
constant if the length of the electric arcs is constant [4].
Due to power system problems attributed to EAFs,
there has been an ongoing need for models that can be
This work was supported by the research center of Islamic Azad University, Abadan branch, Abadan, Iran.
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used to represent this type of nonlinear load in order to
better assess the impact to EAF installations, whether
existing, up-graded or new. The problem is complicated
by the fact that the EAF voltage vs. current characteristic
is essentially much nonlinear.
Several known approaches for modeling and predicting
the behavior of EAFs include the use of nonlinear resistance, mathematical, stochastic and system identification
approaches, as well as methods based on v–i characteristic,

Figure 1. Electrode position control system.
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power or current/voltage sources and a combination of
thereof.
Tap changes on the furnace transformer are the main
source for the controlling electrical power. However constant arc lengths imply that the power input to the arc
furnace load is stable around the set-point determined by
the tap changer, which results in effective production.
Arc current is mainly used as the control variable in an
industrial electric arc furnace because of its direct relation with the length of the electric arcs and some other
advantages. In this work a fuzzy PI controller modified
by genetic algorithms has been presented to adjust the
position of the electrodes of EAF.
Early EAF models [5], most often were based on explicit mathematical equations and empirical relations
which did not directly incorporate the quasi-stochastic
nature of EAF operation [6]. One interesting approach,
however, was the use of an analog approach [7] to represent the furnace in system studies. Modeling methods
based on explicit mathematical equations are reported in
[8,9]. These techniques involve the use of a dynamic arc
model and are developed using a differential equation
approach that is based on the principle of conservation of
energy.
Several studies have modeled the EAF in terms of a
controlled voltage source [10,11]. With this approach, the
random operation of the arc has been modeled by stochastically modifying its v–i characteristics. A modeling
approach using a time domain controlled voltage source
is presented in [12]. This model is based on a piece-wise
linear approximation of the v–i characteristic of the arc
furnace load. By considering the active power consumed
by the load, the load model is dependent on the operating
conditions of the furnace.
More recently, adaptive data-driven approaches have
been used for EAF modeling [13-17]. These are model
structures; also refer to as black-box methodologies that
can be used to describe any non- linear dynamics. These
model structures include neural networks, radial basis
networks, fuzzy rule based networks, and wavelet networks [18]. Neural network based approaches, including
radial basis function and multi-layer perceptron, both
using data collected from operational EAF are reported in
[13,14]. A modeling approach based on extended Kalman
filters is described in [15]. Works in [16,17] relate to use
of adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference mechanism for simulation and modeling of both EAF and its regulator control
loop.
Furthermore, a number of modeling techniques have
used the actual EAF measurements together with parametric system identification approaches. [19] reported a
model using auto regression. This method uses actual
measurements and an autoregressive model to represent
Copyright © 2011 SciRes.

the random variation of the arc length. A model using
parametric system identification techniques is presented
in [20]. This method used data collected from an operating EAF and both AR (auto regression) and ARX (auto
regression with auxiliary input) models to explain the
dynamics of electric arc furnaces [36].
An electric arc is defined as discharging gas between
two electrodes (anode and cathode) which are connected
to a voltage source [21]. In an electric arc furnace process,
the main electrode consists of graphite material. The
electrical energy input will be applied to the graphite
electrodes. The scrap metal and other raw materials to be
melted constitute the other electrode. The discharging arc
is also known as plasma and consists of negatively charged
electrons and positive gas ions [22].
Recently, fuzzy inference system (FIS) has emerged as
one of the most active and fruitful fields for research in
the application of fuzzy set theory and many practical
applications to industrial process, as well as studies on
the theory itself, have been reported in many works. In
practice, FIS usually used the following linguistic variables: error and change in error. It is difficult to simultaneously take into account both the transient response and
the steady-state response by the conventional method.
In order to get a good performance, we adjust the scaling factors of FIS. From the simulation, we see that the
proposed FIS has the ability to improve the performance
of the control system. But the scaling factors are set from
the experiment. It is trial-and-error and very time-consuming. Furthermore, we cannot make sure that the selected control parameters will provide the system with a
high control performance. In this paper, we propose a
method to select the control the scaling factors by genetic
algorithms based on some performance measures of the
system’s response.
This paper is organized as follows: explicit mathematical equations and a differential equation approach
that is based on the principle of conservation of energy
which models the EAF in the terms of a controlled voltage source is described in Section 2. In Section 3, a fuzzy
PI control system tuned with genetic algorithms is employed to maintain the arc length as constant as possible
and minimizes the input energy to the EAF. Arc current,
resistance and arc voltage are shown in Section 4, where
simulation results of variable arc lengths on the inputs of
the electrical model are presented. Finally, Section 5
concludes the paper.

2. The Eaf Model
2.1. Impedance Model
A three-phase electric arc furnace can be modeled as an
electric circuit with the arc being represented by a variable resistance [26]. Such a model will be very advantaJEMAA
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geous because the highly nonlinear electric arc has to
function as a variable three-phase load. Two well known
and widely used arc impedance models are the Mayr
model, which is a suitable representation of an arc for
low currents, and the Cassie model, which yields good
results for arcs with high currents. These models are usually expressed in conductance rather than arc resistance
because of extremely low values for arc resistance. The
Cassie equation is given by
GC 

dG C
vi

2
dt
E0

(1)

dG M
i2

P0
dt

(2)

These relatively simple differential equation models
are based on simplifications of principal power-loss
mechanisms and energy storage in the arc column. They
provide a qualitative understanding of the phenomenon
that determines arc striking or extinction in energy-balance systems [27]. In this paper, a combined Cassie and
Mayr model is used to represent the arc impedance characteristics. The two models are combined into a single
model by defining a transition current I0. Cassie’s model
will dominate when the arc current is bigger than I0 and
when the arc current is smaller than I0, Mayr’s model
dominates. However, to allow for smooth transition between the two models, a transition function σ(i) is defined,
which is a function of the arc current such that the final
arc conductance is given by
G  1    i   G C    i  G M

(3)

where GC and GM are the conductance given by (1) and
(2), respectively. The transition factor varies between
zero and unity and should be a monotonically decreasing
function when arc current increases. The transition factor
is given by

  i   exp  i 2 I02 

(4)

When the arc current i is small, the value of σ is close
to unity and G is dominated by the Mayr conductance GM.
When i is large, σ is negligible and, therefore, G is
dominated by the Cassie conductance GC. (3) and (4) are
combined to generate the complete Cassie-Mayr arc impedance model for a single electric arc as follow:

 i2
G  G min  1  exp   2
 I0


  vi 
 i2
  2  exp   2
  E 0 
 I0

 i 2
dG
 2  
dt
I
  0

and

(6)

where   0 and 1   0 . When the arc is igniting or
extinguishing, i is small and   1 . When i is large,
   0 . The relationship between the arc length and the
threshold arc voltage is given by [28]:
(7)

The main objective is to maintain a constant RMS
value for the electrical energy input. Measured arc currents are compared with specified reference values. The
measured values and their errors serve as input to fuzzy
inference system, which determines whether the electrodes should be raised or lowered and by how much.

2.2. The Hydraulic Actuator
Three hydraulic actuators are used in the electric arc furnace process to move each graphite electrode in vertical
position to adjust the length of its electric arc [29]. Constant arc length implies constant arc current, which is the
choice of control variable for controller system.
Figure 2 shows a typical hydraulic actuator configuration used for the vertical movements of electrodes. HRR
is a high response regulating valve, D is a hydraulic actuator and V is a high pressure vessel. P1 and P2 are
pressure pumps and T is a tank which contains 90% water and 10% oil. This is mostly a safety precaution because water will prevent the hydraulic fluid from catching fire when is close range with the electric arc furnace.
The Hydraulic Actuator system can be described by six
state variables as follows:
● x1 - spool position of the hydraulic distributor and
● x2 - velocity of the spool
● x3 - position of the hydraulic piston
● x4 - velocity of the piston
● x5 - pressure in the chamber above the piston in the
cylinder, and
● x6 - the pressure in the chamber below the piston
D
P2

HRR

V
0
T

i  Gv
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   0  1 exp   i 

E 0  A  B

and the Mayr equation by

GM 

When an arc is igniting or extinguishing, the energy
stored per unit volume is large compared with the energy
loss per unit volume. Thus,  should be a function of
the arc current i. When the arc stabilizes, error of i is
small and can be represented as follow:

(5)

P1

Figure 2. Hydraulic actuator system for electrode control.
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The constants and variables used in this model are described in Table 1. The values for these variables are
obtained from industrial measurements and data [31].

3. The Fuzzy - PI Controller
The control system of an EAF includes many subsystems
that play important roles in minimizing operational costs
and improving production quality. The most important
subsystem in an EAF control process is the electro deregulation loop through electrode positioning that has
been shown in Figure 3. This loop is traditionally called
a “regulator loop” in the EAF technology, and the same
term will be used throughout this paper. In many modern
EAFs, by using smart predictive load control (SPLC), the
supply of current to the electrodes is regulated to remain
below the adjustable high limit. Thus, the EAF could
always work with the same transformer tap and a constant current supply. On the other hand, the impedance
inside the furnace and during the meltdown is always
variable. Since the current is always kept limited by the
SPLC, positioning the electrodes is the only way to
achieve the current reference (set point). In the EAF
studied, the regulator loop generates a control current
going to the hydraulic actuator that controls the flow of
hydraulic fluid into the cylinders that move the electrodes
up/down. Each cylinder can move independently up or
down and has a speed reference from its own control
loop.
The current reference for each phase is currently calculated by means of a look-up table. The rows of the
look-up table are associated with the progressive stages
of melting. The indicator for percentage melting progress
(or meltdown percentage) is calculated using the estimated values of the consumed power and scrap weight
charged in the EAF. Based on the meltdown percentage,
the current reference for each phase is read and adjusted.
At the beginning, the current is kept low to ensure safe
arc ignition. As the electrodes enter the scrap pile, the
current can be increased.
The core part of the regulator loop is a fuzzy proportional–integral (FPI) controller that works on the current

error for each phase, and its output is used to set the position of the electrodes through the Hydraulic Actuators.
The current feedback is measured from the secondary
side of the MV/LV transformer. Additionally, as the
meltdown progresses from the initial melting stages to
the final refining stages, the FPI coefficients are tuned by
means of an off-line genetic algorithm system [37].
Since the fuzzy controller is basically an input/output
static nonlinear mapping, we can write the controller action in the form
dU   E   dE / dt

Where  and  are nonlinear coefficients or gain
factors. Integrating both sides results in equation
 dU    Edt     dE dt  dt

Sym.

Description

Current
Reference

Lookup Table
Pointer

Lookup Table

valve damping ratio

v

valve natural frequency

42π rad/s

x max

Maximum valve opening

6 × 10-3 m

I0

Valve operating current

150 × 10-3 A

Ic

Input current to torque generator

Ap

Piston surface area

0.102 m2

V0

Initial volume for the cylinder chambers

0.47 m3

m

External masses connected to the piston

11700 kg



Damping coefficient of hydraulic fluid

178700 kg/s

Fac

Friction force of cylinder seals

1000 N



Seal friction coefficient

10000



Bulk modules of hydraulic fluid

1.72 × 109 Pa



Density of hydraulic fluid

200 kgs2/m4



Width of orifice opening

0.02 m

Cd

Fluid flow coefficient

s

Supply pressure

6 × 106 Pa

r

Return pressure

1 × 104 Pa

Measured
Current

1

E
DU

-150 mA < Ic < 150 mA

0.6

K3
s

K2s
I

Value(s)

v

FIS
Meltdown
Stage

(9)

Table 1. Constants and variables in the hydraulic model.

K1
Iref

(8)

dE/dt

U

To
Hydraulic
Actuator
(Electrode
Tip
Displacement)

Fuzzy PI Controller
With Modified Weights using GA

Figure 3. The regulator control loop for one phase.
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Membership function plots

or

U    Edt   E

(10)

which is nothing but a fuzzy PI controller with nonlinear
gain factor. The  and  (or equally, K1, K2 and K3)
coefficients of this controller are determined using the
genetic algorithms as explained later.

NL

NS Z PS

PL

1

0.5

3.1. Fuzzy Inference System
Fuzzy inference systems (FIS) are designed in an intuitive manner and can have as many inputs and outputs as
necessary. In this case, the FIS is a part of the FPI system
which controls vertical adjustment of the electrode tip
displacement. A zero order Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy logic
controller [24] is used. The inputs to the proposed FIS are
the electric arc current error in per unit (E I ) and its
derivation (dE I dt) . The universe of discourse for the
variable I is [-0.3; -0.3] and for E I is [-0.1; 0.1]. Both
universes of discourse are divided into five fuzzy sets:
negative large (NL), negative small (NS), zero (Z), and
positive small (PS) and positive large (PL). The membership functions employed for these fuzzy sets are triangular, as shown in Figures 4 and 5. With these membership functions distribution the 5 × 5 rules matrix
shown in Table 2 is defined.
The output of the FIS is the vertical adjustment of the
electrode tip displacement which is calculated using
N

DU 

 Wi Ci

i 1
N

(11)

 Wi

i 1

3.2. Genetic Algorithms
The input and output scale factors of the FPI controller
(K1, K2 and K3 in Figure 3) are tuned using an off-line
genetic algorithm system to minimize the EAF phase
current (I) error. Genetic Algorithms (GAs) are based on
an analogy to the genetic code in our own DNA (deoxyMembership function plots
NL

NS Z PS

PL

1

0.5

0
-0.25 -0.2 -0.15 -0.1 -0.05

0

0.05 0.1

0.15 0.2

Figure 4. Membership function for EI.
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0.25

0
-0.1

-0.08 -0.06

-0.04

-0.02

0

0.02

0.04

0.06

0.08

0.1

Figure 5. Membership function for dEI dt .
Table 2. Rules matrix for the Electrode Tip Displacement ( ).

I

C

I

NL

NS

Z

PS

PL

NL

-2

-2

-1.5

-1

-1

NS

-2

-2

-1

-1

-1

Z

0

0

0

0

0

PS

2

2

1.5

1

1

PL

2

2

1.5

1

1

ribonucleic acid) structure, where its coded chromosome
is composed of many genes [32,33]. GA is a stochastic
global search optimization technique based on the
mechanisms of natural selection. GA has been recognized
as an effective technique to solve optimization problems.
Compared with other optimization techniques, GA is
superior in avoiding local minima which is a common
aspect of nonlinear systems.
Furthermore GA is a derivative-free optimization technique which makes it more attractive for applications that
involve nonsmooth or noisy signals. Generally GA consists of three main stages: selection, crossover and mutation.
Selection: in this stage individuals of the initial population are selected for reproduction with probability proportional to their fitness value. The purpose of this operation is to obtain a mating pool with the fittest individuals
selected according to a probabilistic rule that allows these
individuals to be mated into the new population.
Crossover: after the selection stage the genetic crossover operation is then applied between parent pairs from
the mating pool to generate new individuals or offsprings
which acquire good features from their parents. This
crossover operation is performed with a crossover probability (Pc). The crossover operation can be a one-point or
a double-point.
Mutation: the last operation is genetic mutation which
takes place after the crossover operation. The application
JEMAA
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of genetic mutation introduces a change in the offspring
bit string to produce new chromosomes which may represent a solution of the problem and at the same time
avoid the population falling into a local optimal point.
The mutation operation is performed with mutation
probability (Pm) which is usually low to preserve good
chromosomes and to mimic real life where mutation
rarely happens. The application of these three basic operations allows the creation of new individuals which
may be better than their parents. This algorithm is repeated for many generations and finally stops when
reaching individuals which provide an optimum solution
to the problem.
Due to its effectiveness in searching nonlinear and
multi-dimensional search spaces, GA can be applied to
tuning of the FPI controller gains to cope with the
nonlinearities existing in the EAF model. In this case the
fitness function used to evaluate the individuals of each
generation can be chosen to be the integral with time of
absolute error (ITAE). The mathematical expression of
this cost function, which is the function minimized by the
GA, can be written as
ITAE  0 t E  t  dt
t

(12)

or equally for the discrete systems
ITAE   kTs E  k 

the electrode tips and the metallic charge is highly variable due to the random nature of the scrap. The electrical
quantities are simulated here with variable arc lengths on
the inputs of the electrical model. Note that these variations are completely random in practice.
Arc current, resistance and arc voltage are the interesting variables to illustrate the behavior of an electric arc
furnace for variable arc lengths. For this specific simulation, the arc lengths of phase 2 and 3 are kept constant at
1 cm. The arc length on phase 1 is varied for 0.1 seconds.
The arc length applied to phase 1 for this simulation is
illustrated in Figure 7. Note time instances 0.03 and
0.07s when the arc length changes.
The simulated arc current and resistance of phase 1 are
shown in Figures 8-9, respectively. The arc current of
phase 1 decreases almost with 1KA (RMS value) if the
arc length is changed from 1 cm to 10 cm. the arc resistance for the same step in arc length increases from about
0.015 to 0.05 Ω.
The simulated arc voltage of phase 1 is shown in Figure 10. The arc voltage increases significantly when the
arc length is changed from 1 cm to 10 cm and decreases
when the arc length decreases.
Table 3. Genetic algorithm parameters.

(13)

k

This function is used as the GA evolution criteria and
has the advantage of avoiding cancellation of positive
and negative errors. During the search process, the GA
looks for the optimal setting of the FPI controller gains
which minimize the cost function. Individuals with low
ITAE are considered as the fittest. Each chromosome
represents a solution of the problem and hence it consists
of three genes: K1, K2 and K3. So the chromosome vector
is [K1, K2, K3]. The range of each gain must be specified.
The genetic algorithm parameters chosen for the tuning
purpose and its architecture are shown in Table 3 and
Figure 6.
The optimum values for the K1, K2 and K3 were obtained using a computer program written in MATLAB
for the GA. This process executes with three different
operators at bit level. Twenty nine of the K1 – K3 original
population sets were determined at random. K1 and K2
consisted of 5 bits and K3 consisted of 6 bits. The fitness
values were obtained from the error of I value (EI).
These values were then used as the fitness function and
GA found the values of FPI controller to minimize the EI
parameter. These values are: K1 = 0.02, K2 = 5.36 and K3
= 23.54.

Number of generations

50

Number of chromosomes in each generation

30

Number of genes in each chromosome
Chromosome length
Crossover method

3
16 bit
single-point

Crossover probability

0.7

Mutation rate

0.05

4. Simulation Results
In an electric arc furnace process the distances between
Copyright © 2011 SciRes.

Figure 6. The flow chart of the GA.
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Arc length for phase 1

Arc voltage for variable arc length

10

200

9

150

8

100
Arc voltage (V)

Arc length (cm)

7
6
5
4
3

50
0
-50
-100

2

-150

1
0
0

-200

0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.09 0.1
Time (sec)

0

Figure 7. Variable arc length applied on phase 1. The arc
length on phase 2 and 3 are constant at 1 cm.
6

× 104

Figure 10. Simulated arc voltage.
Arc voltage/current characteristics

150

Arc current for variable arc length

100

4
Arc voltage (V)

2
Arc current (A)

0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.09 0.1
Time (sec)

0
-2

50
0
-50

-4
-100

-6
-8
0

0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.09 0.1
Time (sec)

Figure 8. Simulated arc current obtained with the derived
electrical model.
Arc resistance for variable arc length
0.05
0.045

Arc resistance (Ω)

0.04

-4

-2

0
Time (sec)

2

4

6

Figure 11. Arc voltage vs. arc current on phase 1.

The arc current vs. arc voltage diagram for phase 1 is
illustrated in Figure 11. The arc length in Figure 7 has
three different values which relate to three separate voltage/current characteristics.

5. Conclusion

0.035
0.03
0.025
0.02
0.015
0.01
0.005
0

-150
-6

0

0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.09 0.1
Time (sec)

Figure 9. Simulated arc resistance.
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This paper describes a fuzzy PI (FPI) controller with
modified weights to run an electric arc furnace (EAF)
system. The weights determination of this controller was
done using the genetic algorithms (GA). The purpose of
such controller is to maintain the arc length as constant as
possible by adjusting the vertical displacement of the
electrodes of the EAF.
The electrode system modeled in this paper is motivated by the need for constant electrical power input.
Three-phase electrical arc current is used as inputs for the
derived model. Measured arc current is continuously
JEMAA
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compared with desired set-points for control purposes.
The controlled electrical arc current together with arc
impedance and arc voltage were used to investigate the
electrical properties of a three-phase electric arc furnace.
The complete model consists of the electrical supply,
three hydraulic actuators and the three phase electric arcs.
The electrical supply was modeled as a three-phase circuit. Three separate hydraulic actuator models were derived, one for each phase. These models are mostly based
on laws relating to science. The simulation results show
the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm for the electrode tip displacement control.
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arc length (in centimeters)

v

arc voltage

GC

Cassie conductance of EAF

i

arc current

GM

Mayr conductance of EAF

θ

arc time constant

Gmin

conductance between any two electrodes when
the electric arc is absent

E0

momentarily constant steady-state arc voltage

σ

transition factor between GC and GM

P0

momentarily power loss

A

sum of anode and cathode voltage drops

I0

transition current

B

voltage drop per arc length unit
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